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Abstract: The Brazilian Cerrado biome is a hotspot due to its ecological importance and high diversity
of fauna and flora. We aimed to develop statistical models to predict the crown diameter of open-
growing trees using several forest attributes. Potential crown diameter trends in the measured trees
were determined by quantile regression. Crown diameter models were developed by regression
analyses, artificial neural networks, support vector machine, and random forest techniques. We
evaluated 200 trees characterized into 60 species belonging to 30 botanical families. Our equation for
potential crown diameter predicts the derived basal area, number of trees, and the necessary growth
space of crown diameter at breast height. Artificial neural networks (with the following validation
statistics: R2 = 0.90, RMSE = 1.21, MAE = 0.93, and MAPE = 16.25) predicted crown diameter more
accurately than the other evaluated techniques. Modeling crown diameter via machine learning
represents an important step toward the assessment of crown dynamics by species and can support
the decision making of silvicultural practices and other related activities in several rural properties
within the Cerrado biome.

Keywords: computational intelligence; crown radius; biometrics attributes; prediction models

1. Introduction

The Cerrado, also known as the Brazilian savanna, is a biome spanning about two
million km2 and is home to a vast biodiversity [1]. Its species richness relates to the
heterogeneity of its environment, whose physiognomies range from grasslands, shrublands,
and forestlands to wetlands featuring swamp palms such as Mauritia flexuosa Lf (“buriti”),
also known as “veredas” [2,3].

It contains up to 12 thousand highly endemic plant species [4]. In contrast, its trees
have particular characteristics, such as tortuous trunks with a thick bark, promoting some
protection against natural fire events, and a well-developed root system to withstand water
deficit periods [5]. This biome is mainly threatened by agricultural expansion and cattle
production, although studies show its great potential for sustainable use [6]. Furthermore,
several open-grown tree (OGT) species contribute to local inhabitants’ economic and social
development, who use them as food, medicine, oils, and essences, among many other
uses [7]. OGT are usually found in open settings and develop full crowns (due to less
competition), a wide and open branch structure, and large limbs which grow from the lower
main trunk [8]. Such conditions enable the identification of some of the morphometric
characteristics of OGT that may assist the management and practice of silviculture [9–11].

A proper morphometric characterization of OGT assists silvicultural interventions to
maintain the optimal density of sites for optimal yield [12]. Additionally, we can assess the
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potential dimensions of trees to estimate the necessary growth space for the species in a
given site [10]. Likewise, we can develop many competition indices to better quantify the
local environment and OGT growth space [13]. Such information is essential for sustainable
management since competition can reduce growth and increase mortality risk in forest
stands [14].

The crown diameter (CD) is commonly used to study morphometric characteristics.
This variable indicates the species’ growth stage, vigor, stand density, and production
efficiency [15]. It is also used in growth modeling [16], besides being used to predict
biomass [17,18] and volume [19].

The literature commonly uses crown diameter (CD) to study the morphometric char-
acteristics of trees. This variable indicates the growth stage, vigor, stand density, and
production efficiency of species [20]. Alternatively, it can also evaluate four or even eight
radii, depending on their cardinal positions, from a central point in the tree to the limit of
its branches [21]. Asymmetry in a particular crown determines the number of measure-
ments [22].

The literature has recently improved the analysis, monitoring, and modeling of ecosys-
tems with more precise, sophisticated, and detailed techniques demanding less work to
directly measure CD [23], such as high-density point clouds generated by light detection
and ranging (LIDAR) data [24,25] or high-resolution spatial images acquired by satellites,
airplanes, helicopters, or even unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) [24,26].

CD estimates usually employ regression models that use diameter at breast height
(DBH) as their primary explanatory variable due to its high correlation with CD and easier
collection than other variables, such as height and crown length, among others [27,28].

More recently, the literature has used machine learning (ML) methods to recognize
data patterns, structure, and characteristics and make future decisions and predictions [29].
In the particular case of forests, models commonly employ qualitative and quantitative
variables with different variability and complexity levels [30]. Interestingly, using different
algorithms promises the improvement of the assessment of a given phenomenon and
provides accurate predictions. Therefore, research still needs experiments to model the
factors that may influence OGT biometric relations.

ML uses input data to predict or make decisions without programming [31]. Since
ML algorithms can configure themselves via repetition, a process called learning enables
algorithms to make predictions/decisions regarding both input and brand-new data [32].
Among them, we highlight artificial neural networks (ANN), support vector machines
(SVM), and random forests (RF), among other techniques. Studies have used these tech-
niques to predict the breast and total height of Eucalyptus trees [33]; the basal area and
volume of Eucalyptus individuals [34]; tree height in uneven-aged, mixed forest growth [35];
and diameter increment in Atlantic Forest fragments [36].

ANN aim to simulate the human nervous system. Their interconnected structure of
artificial neurons can receive signals from input data, process them, and send an output
signal [37]. Research has used ANN to model the growth of Eucalyptus individuals [38], the
diameter and height of a Eucalyptus sample [39], tree survival and mortality in the Atlantic
Forest [40], the volume of Cryptomeria japonica (Thunb. ex L.f.) D. Don individuals [41], and
stem taper [42], among other applications.

SVM creates a hyperplane to separate data in a high-dimensional space according
to a kernel function to solve classification and regression problems [43]. For example,
studies have used this technique to estimate Eucalyptus crown morphometric indices [44],
Acacia mangium Willd [45] and Eucalyptus volume estimation [46], and tropical forest tree
biomass [47].

RF combines decision trees (a method called bagging) into a structure resembling an
ordinary tree, with nodes representing a particular characteristic of the data and branches
referring to their range of values. Research has employed this algorithm to solve re-
gression and classification problems [48], estimate canopy height via LIDAR measure-
ments [49], predict leaf area indices and light extinction coefficients in tropical moist
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deciduous forests [50], and estimate total stem and assortment volumes in industrial Pinus
taeda L. forest stands [51]. Similarly, studies use CD with OGT biophysical attributes since
they support forest inventory and silvicultural activities.

In this way, since there are many ML techniques, it is still necessary to evaluate and
test different techniques to discuss its particularity, advantages, and disadvantages to work
with forest inventory datasets. Jahani et al. [52] proposed the comparative use of ML,
ANN, radial basis function neural network (RBFNN), and SVM techniques in a tree failure
prediction model. The same approaches mentioned earlier were also used to model tree
failure under windstorm in harvested Hyrcanian forests [53], showing large usability of the
methods in forestry.

We developed this study with the following hypotheses: H1—OGT crown diameter
must consider quantitative size, tree crown form, and site variables, and, H2—machine
learning techniques can accurately estimate CD. Given this context, this research aimed
to develop statistical models to predict OGT CD in the Cerrado, Brazil. We specifically
aimed to (i) identify and characterize measured trees; (ii) evaluate variations in crown
radius length according to cardinal positions; (iii) select the most correlated and important
variables to model crown diameter; (iv) determine the trend of the potential tree CD; and
(v) develop models to predict CD by traditional regression analyses and ML techniques.

To fulfill this research’s aims and specific goals, the manuscript is organized as fol-
lows. As already shown, Section 1 introduces the problem, goals, and hypothesis. Then,
Section 2 presents the study area description, fieldwork procedures during data collection,
description of the crown radius and other related biophysical parameters, selection of the
most important predictor variables, modeling of the crown diameter, and selection of the
best models. After this, the results are presented in Section 3, in which the characteristics of
the measured trees, the crown radius variations between cardinal directions, the selection
of important variables, the crown diameter potential, and the evaluation of regression
analysis and machine learning techniques for crown diameter prediction are shown. Finally,
Section 4 presents the discussion of the topics mentioned above, and Section 5 concludes
by presenting all minor findings and adding them into a broader context in terms of
applications within the Cerrado biome.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area Description

This study was conducted in seven rural properties in the municipality of Iraí de
Minas, Minas Gerais State, in the Cerrado biome (Figure 1). It is classified as Cwa—humid
subtropical climate—according to the Köppen classification; the municipality is 900 m
above sea level and has a 20.3 ◦C average annual temperature and a 1.581 mm average
annual accumulated precipitation [54].

2.2. Data Collection

OGT in the seven rural properties were measured and chosen due to the representative
and technical cooperation of the university. The specific dendrometric attributes, crown
characteristics, and site of 200 OGT species (Table S1) were evaluated (Table 1).

2.3. Crown Radius

For each tree, eight crown radii were measured according to their cardinal positions.
Thus, the crown diameter can be obtained more accurately in trees with asymmetrical
crowns (see Table 2). Furthermore, the measured trees belong to several species and show
varied geometric crown shapes (see Table S1 and Figure 3).

Therefore, we needed to evaluate the existence of differences between the means of
crown radii according to their cardinal positions. Box plots were used to analyze central
trend and crown radius variability. As a result, a variance analysis was performed, and the
Tukey’s range test was used to compare crown radii, considering a 5% significance level.
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Figure 1. Location of the study area in the Brazilian Cerrado biome (a), its southern region (b), and
the context of the municipality (c).

Table 1. Description of the attributes measured for each tree.

Variables Description

Diameter measured 0.3 m (D03) D03 was measured with a diameter tape (cm), 0.30 m above the soil.

Diameter measured 0.7 m (D07) D07 was measured with a diameter tape (cm), 0.70 m above the soil.

Equivalent diameter (Deq)

Deq was measured with a diameter tape (cm) 1.30 m above the soil. In case of forked stems,
their equivalent diameter (Deq) was estimated by

Equation (1): Deq =
√

∑n
i=1 D2

i (1), see, e.g., Figure 2a, in which Deq is their equivalent
diameter in cm and Di, their diameter measured 1.3 m above the soil in cm.

Crown base height (CBH) Measured by a Vertex hypsometer, accurate to tenths of meters, from the soil up to the
insertion point of the crown (Figure 2b).

Height (H) Measured by a Vertex hypsometer, accurate to tenths of meters (see, e.g., Figure 2b).

Crown length (CL) Calculated by the difference between total and crown base height.

Crown diameter (CD)
Crown radii were measured according to their cardinal positions. Crown diameter was

estimated by Equation (2):

CD = 2×
√(

cr2
N + cr2

NO + cr2
E + cr2

SO + cr2
S + cr2

SW + cr2
W + cr2

NW
)
/8

in which CD refers to crown diameter in m; cr, to crown radii (in which N stands for north;
NO, to northeast; E, to east; SO, to southeast; S, to south; SW, to southwest; W, to west; and

NO, to northeast) in m.

Crown geometric shapes (CGS) Tree crown geometric shapes (CGS) were classified into circular (a), elliptic (b), columnar (c),
umbelliform (d), and pyramidal I (Figure 3).

Stoniness (ST) The presence of rocky outcrops on the site was classified as (0) no visual outcrop; (1) outcrop
lower than 33.3%; (2) outcrop from 33.3% to 66.6%; and (3) outcrop higher than 66.6%.

Tree position on the relief (PR) Classified into (1) lower hillside, (2) average hillside, (3) upper hillside, and (4) plateau.
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Table 1. Cont.

Variables Description

Vitality (VT) The number of leaves alive and their distribution in the crown were determined visually and
via health classes as (1) high vitality, (2) average vitality, and (3) low vitality.

Branch arrangement (BA) Assessed as (1) homogeneously well-spread branches over all four quadrants, (2) distributed
into three quadrants, and (3) branches distributed into one or two quadrants.

Figure 2. Dendrometric measurements obtained for the trees: equivalent diameter—Deq (Caryocar
Brasiliense Cambess.) (a), crown base height—CBH, and height—H (Pouteria ramiflora (Mart.) Radlk.)
(b), in which CBH refers to crown base height and H to total height.

Figure 3. Classification of tree crown geometric shapes (CGS): circular—Eriotheca gracilipes (K. Schum.)
A. Robyns (a), elliptic—Hancornia speciosa Gomes (b), columnar—Zeyheria tuberculosa (Vell.) Bureau ex
Verl. (c), umbelliform—Leptolobium elegans Vogel (d), and pyramidal—Myrsine gardneriana A. DC. (e).
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Table 2. Descriptive statistic of the variables measured in our sample.

Variables Units Minimum Mean Maximum Standard Deviation

D03 cm 5.9 37.4 226.0 29.7
D07 cm 5.6 33.8 226.0 26.8
Deq cm 5.1 32.1 226.0 25.3
CBH m 1.0 3.3 10.4 1.5

H m 2.3 9.5 27.5 5.0
CL m 0.8 6.2 23.8 4.0
CD m 1.3 7.1 29.8 4.2

CGS - 1.0 2.6 5.0 0.9
ST - 2.0 2.9 3.0 0.3
PR - 1.0 1.2 3.0 0.4
VT - 1.0 1.3 3.0 0.5
BA - 1.0 1.5 5.0 0.6

In which D03 refers to the diameter measured 0.3 m above the soil; D07, to the diameter measured 0.7 m above the
soil; Deq, to the diameter measured 1.3 m above the soil; CBH, to crown base height; H, to height; CL, to crown
length; CD, to crown diameter; CGS, to crown geometric shapes; ST, to stoniness; PR, to the tree position on the
relief; VT, to vitality; and BA, to branch arrangement.

2.4. Selection of the Most Important Predictor Variables

The degree of association between CD, dendrometric variables, and crown and site
characteristics were quantified by the following analyses: (i) Spearman’s correlation for
regression modeling and (ii) random forest importance value, which corresponds to the
influence of the variable individually and combined with the other predictive variables in
our model [55].

In order to obtain the trend of potential OGT crown diameter, a quadratic model
(Equation (3)) was used with quantile regression techniques. To assess goodness of fit, a
0.99 quantile was considered [56].

CDQR 0.99 = β0 + β1Deq + β2Deq2 (3)

in which CDQR 0.99 refers to crown diameter, determined by quantile regression, in m; Deq,
to the diameter measured 1.3 m above the soil in cm; and β0, β1, and β2, to estimated
regression coefficients.

Then, the growth space of the sampled trees was estimated in hectares (Equation (4)):

GS =
CD2

QR 0.99 . π
40000

(4)

in which GS refers to growth space in hectares, and CDQR 0.99, to crown diameter, deter-
mined by quantile regression, in m. Additionally, π was considered as 3.1416.

Moreover, the number of trees represented per hectare was also calculated (Equation (5)):

N/ha =
1

GS.Co
(5)

in which N/ha refers to the number of trees in hectares; GS, to growth space in hectares; and
Co, to crown overlap, considering the correction for regular hexagonal spacing as 0.8660.

Finally, the basal area per hectare was estimated (Equation (6)):

G = (Deq2 π/40000). N/ha (6)

in which G refers to the basal area in m2/ha; Deq, to the diameter measured 1.3 m above
the soil in cm; and N/ha, to the number of trees per hectare.
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2.5. Modeling of the Crown Diameter

CD was modeled using regression analysis (REG) as a function of size, crown shape,
and site, considered independent variables via stepwise selection. Independent variables
were used in their natural form (x) and subjected to quadratic (x2), inverse (1/x), and
logarithmic [log(x)] transformations. Variables that were maintained in the model are
significant at a 0.15 level in the F-test. Regression assumptions were also investigated [57].

CD was modeled via artificial neural networks (ANN) with a multilayer perceptron
architecture (MLP). In setting the networks, a logistic activation function was used in the
hidden layer and a linear function in the output layer and the resilient propagation learning
algorithm (rprop+). In total, three neurons were added in the hidden layer for each variable
inserted in the input layer. The neuralnet library was used to train the ANN [58]. The
Supplementary Materials detail the ANN and R language algorithms used to predict OGT
CD via our trained ANNs.

Support vector machine (SVM) is an algorithm that finds an appropriate line in a high
dimension (called a hyperplane) to fit the data. The hyperplane is defined by a kernel
function [59]. To model the CD with SVM support, an EPS-type regression and a linear
kernel function were used. SVM models were trained via the e1071 library [60].

Random forest (RF) is an algorithm formed by a group of decision trees via bag-
ging [61]. Bagging randomly creates a chosen number of training data subsets, in which
decision trees are trained. RF output consists of the average of decision tree predictions [62].

CD was RF-modeled with the randomForest library [63]. Number of trees was defined
when an error stabilization trend occurred and included a minimum of three and a max-
imum of eight terminal nodes. The number of input variables matched the number of
variables randomly sampled in the division of nodes.

2.6. Selecting the Best Models

The following equations were used to assess the performance of the adjusted/trained
models, in which the most appropriate is the one that showed the highest coefficient of
determination (R2) (Equation (7)), the lowest root-mean-square (RMSE) (Equation (8), the
mean absolute errors (MAE) (Equation (9) and the mean percentage absolute error (MAPE)
(Equation (10)). Finally, a regular and good waste distribution graphic was also adopted.

R2 = 1−
[

∑n
i=1(yi − ŷi)

2

∑n
i=1(yi − y)2

]
(7)

RMSE =

√
∑n

i=1(yi − ŷi)
2

n
(8)

MAE =
∑n

i=1|yi − ŷi|
n

(9)

MAPE =
1
n

(
n

∑
i=1

[∣∣∣∣yi − ŷi
yi

∣∣∣∣]
)
× 100 (10)

in which R2 refers to the coefficient of determination; RMSE, to the root-mean-square error;
MAE, to the mean absolute error; MAPE, to the mean absolute percentage error; yi , to the
observed values; ŷi, to estimated values; y , to the average of observed values; and n, to the
number of observations.

Figure 4 shows a flowchart of the adopted methodology. The statistical program
R, version 4.0.3 (http://cran.r-project.org, accessed on 1 October 2021), was used in all
statistical analyses.

http://cran.r-project.org
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Figure 4. Methodological flowchart.

3. Results
3.1. Characteristics of Measured Trees

We identified a total of 60 species belonging to 30 botanical families (Table S1). The
most common species were Qualea grandiflora Mart., Bowdichia virgilioides Kunth, Caryocar
brasiliense Cambess., Plathymenia reticulata Benth., and Myrsine gardneriana A.DC., with 25,
17, 13, and—for the last two species—11 individuals, respectively. Interestingly, we only
failed to identify five trees (IN).

The measured trees showed heterogenous dendrometric dimensions, crowns, and
sites (Table 2). The diameters at the D03 (±29.7 cm) and D07 (±26.8 cm) positions showed
the highest standard deviation in relation to the Deq (±25.3 cm) measured at 1.3 m above
the soil.

Our sample showed an average 3.3 m CBH; a 25.2 m H amplitude (with a 9.5 m mean
and a± 5.0 m standard deviation); a 6.2 m CL (6.2 m); and a 7.1 m CD. The other qualitative
crown and site variables differed reasonably.

Open growth, with a greater incidence of light and no competition for resource
availability, explains the variations in the dendro-morphometric relations in our sample
(Figure 3).

3.2. Crown Radius Variations between Cardinal Directions

Variance analysis showed no statistically significant differences between groups
(F = 0.25; p = 0.9731) and average crown radii (values with the letter “a”—according to the
Tukey test) according to their cardinal positions (Figure 5).

Therefore, we found no evidence of the systematic alteration of crown radii in any
cardinal position (i.e., the effect of luminosity). We should emphasize that we ignored the
assessment of the influence of crown radii according to species due to the low frequency
and representativeness of the evaluated trees following their diametric distribution—an
evaluation beyond the scope of this study.

3.3. Selection of Important Variables

The Spearman correlation between CD and variables such as size, crown shape, and
site were [Deq (ρ = 0.867; p < 0.0001); D03 (ρ = 0.860; p <0.0001); D07 (ρ = 0.854; p < 0.0001);
CL (ρ = 0.792; p < 0.0001); H (ρ = 0.787; p < 0.0001)—high]; [CBH (ρ = 0.477; p < 0.0001) e
CGS (ρ = −0.344; p < 0.0001)—moderate]; [VT (ρ = −0.179; p = 0.0379); BA (ρ = −0.153;
p = 0.0760); ST (ρ = −0.017; p = 0.8482); and PR (ρ = 0.002; p = 0.9835)—low] (Table 3).
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Figure 5. Box plot of crown radii according to their cardinal positions, in which N refers to north; NO,
to northeast; E, to east; SO, to southeast; S, to south; SW, to southwest; W, to west; NO, to northeast.
Letter “a” on the left side of the boxes is due to the Tukey test.

Table 3. Spearman’s correlation values and variable importance used to model crown diameter.

Spearman’s Correlation Random Forest
CD Units ρ p-Value Rank Importance Rank

D03 cm 0.860 <0.0001 2 0.860 2
D07 cm 0.854 <0.0001 3 0.707 4
Deq cm 0.867 <0.0001 1 1.000 1
CBH m 0.477 <0.0001 6 0.415 5

H m 0.787 <0.0001 5 0.407 6
CL m 0.792 <0.0001 4 0.768 3

CGS - −0.344 <0.0001 7 0.219 7
ST - −0.017 0.8482 10 0.038 11
PR - 0.002 0.9835 11 0.056 10
VT - −0.179 0.0379 8 0.095 9
BA - −0.153 0.0760 9 0.123 8

In which D03 refers to the diameter measured 0.3 m above the soil; D07, to the diameter measured 0.7 m above the
soil; Deq, to the diameter measured 1.3 m above the soil; CBH, to crown base height; H, to height; CL, to crown
length; CD, to crown diameter; CGS, to crown geometric shapes; ST, to stoniness; PR, to the position of the tree on
the relief; VT, to vitality; and BA, to branch arrangement.

RF showed the following sequence of variable importance with a value > 0.2: Deq
(1.000); D03 (0.860); CL (0.768); D07 (0.707); CBH (0.415); H (0.407); and CGS (0.219). BA
(0.123); VT (0.095); PR (0.056); and ST (0.038) were the variables which showed a value
r < 0.2 (Table 3).

Thus, we can confirm that the quantitative size (D03; D07; Deq; H; CBH; and CL)
and qualitative crown shape variables are the most important for modelling CD, whereas
qualitative variables reflecting current crown (BA and VT) and site (PR and ST) conditions
in which the trees were sampled showed only slightly influence from our model.

3.4. Crown Diameter Potential

By adjusting our model via regression quantification, we can determine the quadratic
trend of potential crown diameter, considering a 0.99 quantile (Figure 6). This equation
enables adequate silvicultural strategies for OGT in the Cerrado under environmental
conditions resembling the ones in this study.
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Figure 6. Determination of the trend of potential crown diameter via quantile regression techniques
in open-growing trees, in which Deq refers to the diameter measured 1.3 m above the soil, and CD, to
crown diameter.

The maximum extreme point of the equation was CD–QR 0.99 [Deq = 209.6 cm;
CD = 29.97 m]. From this diameter equivalent, potential crown diameters tend to slightly
decrease.

The largest tree sampled belongs to the botanical family Lecythidaceae and the species
Cariniana estrellensis (Raddi) Kuntze, with a 29.80 m CD (Figure 7a) and a 226.0 cm Deq
(Figure 7b).

Figure 7. Characterization of the dimensions of the largest open-grown tree sampled—a Cariniana
estrellensis (Raddi) Kuntze individual from the Lecythidaceae botanic family. Perspectives of the tree
crown dimensions is shown in (a), and a tree diameter characteristic is shown in (b).

Figure 8 shows the individual trees with potential CD dimensions—CDQR 0.99 (m) we
used to determine necessary grown space—GS (ha), number of trees—N (trees/ha), and
basal area (m2/ha). For instance, these trends are extremely important for foresters seeking
the ideal CD to maximize the productivity of individual OGT in proper stands.
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Figure 8. Evaluation of the necessary growth space, considering the size of the potential crown
diameter in open-grown trees, in which CD (black line) refers to crown diameter; GS (red line), to
grown space; N (yellow line), to the number of trees; and G (blue line), to their basal area.

3.5. Evaluation of the Regression Analysis and Machine Learning Techniques to Predict
Crown Diameter

All adjusted regression equations showed significant coefficients (p < 0.05) (Table 4).
Adding the Deq, CL, and CGS variables and the quadratic term—Deq2 (REG4) increased
adjustment (↑ ≈ 6%—R2) and precision (↓ ≈ 0.30 m—RMSE; ↓ ≈ 0.24—MAE), when
compared to the model with only the Deq variable (REG1). The performance evaluation
of these equations with validation data showed increased adjustment (↑ ≈ 7%—R2) and
precision (↓ ≈ 0.33 m—RMSE; ↓ ≈ 0.31—MAE).

Table 4. Regression coefficients and model performance criteria used to predict crown diameter.

Id. Input β0 β1 β2 β3 β4
Fit Validation

R2 RMSE MAE MAPE R2 RMSE MAE MAPE

1 Deq 2.3151 0.1463 0.81 1.89 1.48 28.22 0.81 1.71 1.36 26.07
2 Deq; CL 1.6476 0.1053 0.3254 0.84 1.74 1.40 25.60 0.83 1.59 1.23 23.30
3 Deq; CL; CGS 3.6930 0.0923 0.3816 −0.7655 0.87 1.60 1.26 22.26 0.87 1.40 1.09 19.54
4 Deq; Deq

2; CL; CGS 3.0437 0.1271 −0.0002 0.3174 −0.6895 0.87 1.59 1.24 20.98 0.88 1.38 1.05 18.09

REG4: (i) normality of residuals [Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (D = 0.0596; p > 0.150)]; (ii) homoscedasticity of
residuals [test of first- and second-moment specifications (χ2 = 15.91; p > 0.2538)]; (iii) independence of residuals
[Durbin–Watson test (DW = 2.183; p < DW = 0.8554; p > DW = 0.1446)], in which Deq refers to the diameter
measured 1.3 m above the soil; CL, to crown length; CGS, to crown geometric shapes, R2, to the coefficient of
determination; RMSE, to root-mean-square error; MAE, to mean absolute error; and MAPE, to mean absolute
percentage error.

Table 5 shows the values we obtained by training and validating the models developed
via machine learning techniques. Among the six employed models, we found that RF1-5
was superior to SVM1-5 and ANN1-5. However, comparing its estimates with validation
data, we found that RF1-5 performed more poorly than ANN1-5. The ANN6 model showed
greater precision and accuracy in both training and validation sets.
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Table 5. Configurations of the machine learning techniques analyzed and model performance criteria
used to predict crown diameter.

Technique Id. Input MLP
Activation
Function Trees

Training Validation

Hidden Output R2 RMSE MAE MAPE R2 RMSE MAE MAPE

ANN 1
Deq

1-3-1 Logistic Linear 0.85 1.73 1.34 23.18 0.84 1.56 1.21 20.27
SVM 1 0.80 1.95 1.45 23.76 0.81 1.72 1.33 22.11
RF 1 90 0.86 1.62 1.26 21.59 0.84 1.56 1.21 20.17

ANN 2
Deq; D03

2-6-1 Logistic Linear 0.85 1.70 1.34 23.42 0.83 1.58 1.25 21.24
SVM 2 0.81 1.89 1.45 24.15 0.78 1.82 1.44 24.37
RF 2 75 0.88 1.54 1.23 20.96 0.82 1.64 1.30 22.14

ANN 3
Deq; D03; CL

3-9-1 Logistic Linear 0.87 1.57 1.22 20.94 0.85 1.49 1.09 17.67
SVM 3 0.84 1.76 1.33 22.13 0.82 1.63 1.23 21.15
RF 3 105 0.88 1.50 1.18 20.18 0.82 1.65 1.27 21.58

ANN 4
Deq; D03; CL; D07

4-12-1 Logistic Linear 0.87 1.59 1.21 20.32 0.86 1.48 1.07 17.58
SVM 4 0.84 1.76 1.33 21.98 0.82 1.64 1.23 21.07
RF 4 30 0.89 1.47 1.16 20.23 0.81 1.69 1.32 22.07

ANN 5 Deq; D03; CL; D07;
CBH

5-15-1 Logistic Linear 0.88 1.51 1.19 19.97 0.87 1.41 0.96 16.57
SVM 5 0.84 1.76 1.31 21.74 0.81 1.68 1.25 21.10
RF 5 105 0.89 1.45 1.15 19.63 0.82 1.67 1.26 21.25

ANN 6 Deq; D03; CL; D07;
CBH; CGS

6-18-1 Logistic Linear 0.90 1.37 1.04 18.78 0.90 1.21 0.93 16.25
SVM 6 0.87 1.60 1.15 19.24 0.85 1.50 1.18 19.84
RF 6 465 0.89 1.46 1.16 20.02 0.82 1.65 1.25 21.27

In which ANN refers to artificial neural networks; SVM, to support vector machines; RF, to random forests; Deq,
to the diameter measured 1.3 m above the soil; D03, to the diameter measured 0.3 m above the soil; D07, to the
diameter measured 0.7 m above the soil; CL, to crown length; CBH, to crown base height; CGS, to crown geometric
shapes; R2, to the coefficient of determination; RMSE, to root-mean-square error; MAE, to mean absolute error;
and MAPE, to mean absolute percentage error.

Adding the Deq, D03, CL, D07, CBH, and CGS variables to the training of the neural
networks (ANN6) increased their adjustment (↑ ≈ 5%—R2) and precision (↓ ≈ 0.36 m—
RMSE; ↓ ≈ 0.30—MAE), compared with the model with only the Deq variable (ANN1)
(Table 5). The performance of these models with validation data also showed increased
adjustment (↑ ≈ 6%—R2) and precision (↓ ≈ 0.35 m—RMSE; ↓ ≈ 0.28—MAE).

The analysis of residuals using regression (REG) and machine learning (ANNs; SVM
and RF) techniques, as the box plots show (Figure 9), enabled us to select and compare with
greater confidence the estimates of the developed crown diameter models (Tables 4 and 5).

Figure 9. Residual analysis of crown diameter models according to the techniques analyzed in
fit-training and validation data in which REG4 refers to the regression model 4; ANN6, to artificial
neural network 6; SVM6, to support vector machine 6; and RF6, to random forest 6.

In most developed models, RF showed better statistical criteria during training than
other techniques (ANN and SVM) (Table 5). However, analyzing their residuals with
validation data showed that its estimates were inferior to ANN6 ones (Figure 9).

When we evaluated REG4 residuals with SVM6 and RF6 ones, we found the superiority
of the former in estimates with validation data (Figure 9). Thus, we can claim that ANN
models showed better generalization than the other techniques, more accurately estimating
CD in Cerrado OGT.
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4. Discussion

The OGT species we sampled have characteristics that make them important for
different purposes. Qualea grandiflora was the most representative species in this study. Folk
medicine uses its bark to fight inflammatory diseases and gastrointestinal problems and
even to prevent ulcers [64]. Interestingly, the second most frequent species was Caryocar
brasiliense, whose fleshy fruit is widely consumed and sold in the region. It is rich in
carotenoids and antioxidants, which are important to prevent degenerative diseases [65].
Despite the importance of its seed for the pharmaceutical industry, the literature knows
little about its sustainable management [66].

Some of the fruit species we found have important nutritional values, such as vitamin
C in Eugenia dysenterica (Mart.) DC., Hancornia speciosa, and Solanum grandiflorum Ruiz &
Pav., as well as flavonoid-rich Annona crassiflora Mart. and Hymenaea stigonocarpa Mart.
ex Hayne [67]. The bark of Lafoensia pacari subsp. cuneifolia (Klotzch ex Koehne) and
Bowdichia virgilioides Kunth show antimicrobial properties with potential medical use [68].
Moreover, local populations widely use and greatly value other species.

Despite such importance, the biodiversity of the Cerrado is still poorly studied, pre-
venting us from knowing how the advance of human activity into the biome over the
past decades threaten these species [69]. Moreover, detailing plant populations enables
mathematical models that can help recover and manage such species, considering possible
future environmental changes [70].

Studies have used RF to show variable importance. By selecting its variables, the
method shows an advantage over correlation ones by individually and concurrently evalu-
ating variable influence [55]. Forest science has also employed the technique in prognoses
of forest production via machine learning [71] and via a comparative method approach to
estimate machine productivity in wood cutting [72].

Quantitative variables are important since some not only benefit models but can also
more easily and quickly collect information than quantitative variables. As for CGS, it can
be visually defined easily in the field during data collection and was the most important
categorical variable in this study.

The method we used to measure crown radii proved to be efficient since the sampled
trees showed regular crown distribution in all cardinal positions. Research has used this
method, which measures eight crown radii in reference to their cardinal positions, to
measure crown size and the growing space requirements of common tree species in urban
centers, parks, and forests [21], to study the relation between crown radius and diameter at
breast height [27], and to contribute structural indices to model Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis)
and birch (Betula spp.) crowns [73].

Previous research has shown that a greater number of radii (entailing higher cost and
time resources) can better detailed asymmetric crowns [22]. To obtain better estimates,
high-resolution images acquired by UAV or LIDAR have enabled research to describe all
crown shape variations [74].

Quantile regressions enable us to estimate potential CD, i.e., this technique, which uses
maximum trends, can produce projections of the area tree crowns occupy in the Cerrado
(Figure 7). Crown estimates can develop growth, increment, tree vigor, and population
density models [75]. Moreover, studies may draw management diagrams, providing
valuable information to aid silvicultural practices, as they enable agents to know the
maximum density sites can support [12]. Such initiatives are strongly encouraged in rural
properties in the Cerrado, enabling the connectivity of forest fragments by using the legal
reservoirs proposed in the current Brazilian Forest Act. Furthermore, such initiatives could
be promoted by targeting rural properties with conservation-based agroecosystems [76]
and in watersheds as research units [77].

Our regression techniques showed satisfactory performances, albeit inferior to ma-
chine learning ones, which conferred greater accuracy to models (Tables 4 and 5). REG4 is a
simple and robust model that met our assumptions of regression, normality, homoscedastic-
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ity, and independence of residuals. These assumptions are important for a valid regression
coefficient inference [78].

Despite having more straightforward applications than more sophisticated techniques,
regression models show some limitations in their use, especially in cases in which data
lack a normal distribution. Another limiting factor is its use of qualitative variables since
inserting many variables can generate collinearity, influencing its prediction capacity and
biasing the model [79].

Previous research has used linear and quadratic regressions to predict tree crown
diameter in urban areas. Silver birch obtained a higher adjusted R2 (≈0.85) via quadratic
regression [80]. Another study employed linear regressions to determine crown diameter,
measured via high-resolution images obtained by UAVs, in which the estimates obtained
0.63 and 0.85 R2, respectively [81].

Machine learning techniques generally show superior performance since native species
have greater data variability due to their characteristics. Machine learning modeling,
especially with the insertion of qualitative variables, enables a deeper exploration of this
variability than regression techniques, resulting in more accurate estimates [30].

Machine learning techniques, such as ANN, enable forest modeling using biotic and
abiotic characteristics that influence its response variable, such as inserting environmental
variables that can improve the generalizability of the model [82]. Furthermore, qualitative
variables are generally faster to measure than quantitative variables.

ANN showed high performance during training and validation in this study (Table 5).
The technique enables us to recognize patterns and extract information using a large
number of predictive quantitative and qualitative variables, an advantage of its use, which
provides accurate estimates [83]. In this study, ANN6, with the insertion of qualitative
variables, showed the best performance in this study (Table 5).

An important parameter to set ANN is applying the sigmoid activation function
(widely used in shallow networks) to its hidden layers. Its advantages include its easy
understanding and good ability to solve binary problems and model logistic regressions [84].
Moreover, the function is continuously differentiable and confers non-linearity and greater
complexity to the network, improving the capacity of ANN to map complex problems [85].
However, other activation functions have their own characteristics and advantages that
could be tested, such as rectified linear units, leaky rectified linear units, exponential linear
units, and Softmax [86].

Another important parameter in ANN is the number of neurons in the hidden layer.
A higher number of neurons can improve the accuracy of training data but could overfit
test data. Some methods define the adequate number of neurons in the hidden layer, such
as Fletcher–Gloss [87] and Sheela and Deepa [88], among many others.

Other studies showed similar results, training ANN to estimate the height of Euca-
lyptus trees. To reduce sampling intensity, ANN trained with quantitative and qualitative
variables and a clone in their input layers showed the best performance, meeting the ob-
jective of the study [89]. Furthermore, research has used ANN to predict the commercial
volume of Eucalyptus clones by assessing region, farm (for each region) and clone group,
increasing the accuracy of the predictions in the study [90].

SVM performed well in this study, albeit less than the other techniques. It is a robust
technique with a good generalization capability, especially with nonlinear data, due to the
kernel trick. It can be used for classifications and regressions and is widely used to work
with remote sensing for hyperspectral image processing [91].

To achieve accurate estimates using SVMs, it is important to correctly define the used
kernel function [92], which aims to transform the input data into a new space in a higher
dimension for better interpretation [93]. Although kernel functions have their particulars
and a hyperplane for data separation, each is better adapted to certain tasks. Thus, this
study used the linear kernel function as it showed a greater data modeling capacity (Table 5).
Other widely used kernels functions are polynomial, radial basis, and sigmoid ones [94].
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Research has used SVMs with a radial basis function kernel to predict the volume
of Eucalyptus spp. trees. The technique showed a satisfactory performance, obtaining a
≈0.98 correlation between estimated and observed values [95]. Studies have used SVM to
predict the stand volume of a Eucalyptus plantation via satellite images, finding that the
techniques employing a radial basis function kernel show accurate estimates [96].

We can use RF to solve classification and regression problems. The algorithm dispenses
with meeting assumptions between explanatory variables and responses and can analyze
non-linear and hierarchical data using a large volume of data [97].

In this study, RF performed well in training but poorly during validation (Table 5).
Thus, the algorithm may fail to provide predictions as accurate as other studied algorithms
if studies use new datasets. Since validation data aim to assess the generalizability of
the model given external data [98], the method may perform poorly. Graphic analyses of
residuals attest to its inferior performance during validation, showing the importance of
observing metrics and residuals to select the best algorithm (Figure 9).

An important parameter for RF is its number of trees. In some cases, a high number
of trees can cause noise in the model, resulting in overfit and decreasing its accuracy [99].
After a specific number of trained trees, error rates converge to a certain value. Moreover, a
small number of trees may make the RF more efficient but increasing the number of trees
will fail to improve its accuracy and will demand more training time [100].

Studies have used RF to estimate forest structural attributes, aboveground biomass,
basal area, stem density, and volume via UAV-LiDAR data [101], as well as to predict
canopy nitrogen content in citrus trees via spectral vegetation indices from UAV imagery,
proving it is a potential tool to perform the task [102].

Other authors have compared machine learning techniques in their forest science
studies. Research has used SVM, modified regression trees, and RF to estimate the height
of a forest stand via data obtained by LiDAR, failing to find any statistical difference
in technique performance [103]. Other research has also employed SVM, RF, K-nearest
neighbor, and stochastic gradient boosting to estimate aboveground biomass on the basis
of Landsat images. RF performed better, according to RMSE and R2 [104]. Finally, authors
have used ANN, RF, and SVM to model the increment in diameter of individual trees on
Atlantic Forest fragments [36].

Some authors used models to perform crown modeling: diameter at the breast height
was used to predict the crown width in a Natural Even-Aged Black Pine Forest, where
the power regression model was the best model showing an RMSE of 1.12 in the fit [11].
Regressions were used to model crown area using diameter at breast height at a mixed-
araucaria natural forest in the mid-southern, and the best regression presented an R2 of
0.68 in the fit [105].

Thus, we need more studies on Cerrado OGT species to better evaluate their growth
characteristics. The accuracy inserting categorical variables can provide, associated with
the use of sophisticated machine learning techniques, such as ANN, is valuable and can
significantly reduce field measurement costs. Moreover, forthcoming research can also
explore a wider range of qualitative variables related to tree characteristics, site, and climate.
Such initiatives are needed since savanna environments are currently suffering from the
expansion of agriculture, and the resulting loss and fragmentation of original habitats
require sustainability initiatives [76,106].

Although ANN, SVM, and RF were used in the present study, several other ML
techniques are suggested in future studies. Furthermore, the performance difference
between the ML models in this study underscores the importance of testing and exploring
new techniques. However, since the performance may vary, it is extremely important to
study and compare different techniques, including other datasets and environments.

Only 200 trees were sampled due to a lack of financial resources and availability
of properties with sample areas that have OGTs. In this way, a larger sample universe
is recommended since, in this way, it is possible to have a greater representation of the
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characteristics of the species, and the trained models may have a more remarkable ability
to generalize.

5. Conclusions

Our study encompasses 60 species native to the Cerrado, many of which are recognized
as substantially valuable to local peoples due to their diverse usability. However, we found
no variation in crown radius length according to their cardinal positions.

The quantitative size and qualitative crown geometric shape variables are the most im-
portant in modeling crown diameter. Moreover, potential CD trends via quantile regression
can assess the growth and competition of Cerrado species.

OGT CD modeling via ANN produced the most accurate results (with the following
validation statistics: R2 = 0.90, RMSE = 1.21, MAE = 0.93, and MAPE = 16.25), showing
efficiency and generalizability for highly variable and complex environments, such as the
Cerrado biome.

The models we developed are sources for parameters that can model growth and
competition and monitor trees. Such information may subside forest management practices
for native species in the Cerrado biome in agreement with the current Brazilian Forest Act,
supporting rural properties as they are established as legal reservoirs.

Furthermore, the results of the present study demonstrate the importance of future
studies in the Cerrado exploring different ML techniques and different tree variables,
mainly the categorical ones.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at https://www.
mdpi.com/article/10.3390/f13081295/s1, Table S1. Botanical identification of open-grown-trees in
the Cerrado Biome. Table S2. Growth space considering the size of the potential crown diameter in
open-growing trees. Table S3. Parameters (synaptics weights and biases) of the ANNs selected to
describe the crown diameter of open-grown-trees in the Cerrado Biome. A brief description of the
adopted procedures for the artificial neural networks (ANNs) and a copy of the main script using R
is also provided. References [107,108] are cited in the supplementary materials.
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